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delicate pruning-knife of criticism. Of all those whose judg-
ment and opinions on Rachel passed current with the public,
he was perhaps the most conscientious, exact, and impartial.
M. Thierry writes at present in the partie litteraire of the
"Moniteur."
So far fortune had seemed to forget her usual fickleness in
favor of her privileged child. Prosperity had constantly ex-
panded her sails: the flowing tide of success had known no
check. With the year 1840 there came a sudden reaction; the
hot enthusiasm that had bubbled up to such a mad pitch, cooled
ofi^ and descended to a degree of lukewarmness and indifi'er-
ence very alarming to the prospects of its object. The symp-
toms of this distressing state of things were plainly manifest-
ed on the night of the benefit of Mademoiselle Mars, on which
occasion Mademoiselle Rachel played in " Andromaque."
The very critics that had hitherto been so loud in her praise
were as ready to cavil and condemn, and Jules Janin himself,
in his attempt to vindicate the inconstancy of her quondam
admirers, is compelled to lay the blame on the insatiate desire
for something new that is the ruling passion of the public.
The idol had not changed: therein consisted her fault; the
change was in her audience, that knew her by heart. She had
played her repertoire Qyer and over again, until it had palled
upon the satiated ears of her hearers, who could tell beforehand
every gesture, intonation, and look. Every expression of love,
every outcry of grief, every storm of passion, every shade of
irony and glance of haughty pride, every well-prepared effect,
was stereotyped. The audience knew all the strong and all
the weak points, where to be attentive and where to be care-
less, where to applaud and where to be indifferent. The very
perfection that had formerly elicited such raptures now became
Intolerably same; for, however admirable the acting, it failed
to interest, inasmuch as it no longer astonished; it raised no
expectations, it elicited no curiosity. Unequal, and therefore
inferior acting, where the unforeseen excludes monotony, would
have been preferred to this unvaried correctness. The audi-
ence had come with the best intentions of being entertained.
They had counted upon a certain amount of sensation; they
had stipulated for emotions of-grief, terror, pity, and delight:

